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Project Pipeline
Put your teamwork to the test with Project Pipeline. During this event, your team will be split into 
smaller groups and assigned an 8’ x 8’ area. With limited supplies consisting of bamboo, PVC 
piping, tying materials, etc., each group will construct a section of the delivery system. Once 
completed, all sections are linked together with the goal of successfully carrying marbles from the 
starting point to the end canister, assisted only by gravity.

This program utilizes your team’s ability to communicate effectively in a fun and challenging way. 
Delegation, organization, and creativity are all key elements for a successful pipeline.

The Team Experience:
• Kickoff begins with an exciting mini pipeline activity
• Your team will be split into smaller groups and given instructions on how to obtain the materials needed to begin construction
• Each group will plan, construct and decorate their section of the pipeline while collaborating with other groups to ensure a
   smooth transition between the segments
• Once completed, individual pipeline sections will be tested to expose any weak points
• For the main event, the facilitator will first send a single marble through the full length of the pipeline, hoping it will complete its
   journey from start to finish and usually resulting in a rousing response from the participants
• Allowing for some final tweaks, the pipeline is put to the test by measuring the maximum number of marbles it can deliver over 
   a specific length of time (for large groups, various pipelines are built, making this phase a competition between teams)
• A group picture will be taken with the pipeline at the end to capture this exciting moment

Event Details
Group Size: 30 to 2,000+

Program Length: 1.5 - 2 hours

Setting: Indoor - Outdoor

Physicality: Low

Event Outcomes
Improve Communication

Accomplishing a Common 
Goal

Teamwork

Delegation

What’s Included
Pricing varies depending upon 
the number of participants and 
includes professional facilitation, 
program design, and all production 
coordination.

The success of your event is our top priority. To ensure a positive outcome, program modifications may be made based on variables 
such as group size, space limitations, timeframe, etc.

Similar Activities You May Like

Bridge to Tomorrow Build-A-Boat Competition & Collabo-
ration Workshop

Igniting Peak Perfor-
mance Workshop


